
Shell bracelet with macramé clasp
Instructions No. 1975
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 45 Minutes

SunSummer, the sound of the sea .. in summer you show more free and Skin shells look particularly beautiful as an accessory. With our
instructions you will succeed in creating a beautiful Bracelet made of Cyprea Moneta shells, which can be adapted to any arm by macramé
knots. Because of the beautiful cards the bracelets are also very suitable as a gift idea for your loved ones.

This is how the beautiful things are Bracelet made:

Cut about 50 cm from the Cotton cord off. At about one third of the tape you
start with a knot. The beginning of the threads will be needed later for the
closure. Now thread the shells one by one and make a knot between them.
For a good fixation Handicraft glue fill them with Sea shell something before.
The if Cord necessary with a bamboo skewer in the Sea shell press. Release
about one third of the tape at the end for the closure 

The clasp of the bracelet is designed with 6 crossMacramé knots on each
side. This allows the size Bracelet to be adjusted and also makes it easy to
open and close. To do this, cut off another piece. Put it Bracelet together to
form a circle so that the two ends of the thread are on top of each other.

Now place your loose thread under the thread ends and make a knot so that both thread ends are knotted. Tighten it well. You now have four tapes 



Now proceed as shown in the diagram:

Nodes in detail:

The thread ends of the bracelet remain in place. Make a loop with the knotted left Ribbon one and guide the remaining thread over the two middle straps. Make
a loop with the right Ribbon one as well, but this time the end of the thread is under the two middle bands. Pull the end of the thread from below through the
left loop. Pass the left end of the thread through the right loop from above. Now tighten your cross knot. Continue with the knotting. Tighten the last square
knot very well. Cut off the protruding threads. The best way is to fix it with glue or similar. Now the Bracelet size can be adjusted without problems 

Close both ends of the band with a double knot 

For the beautiful Gift wrapping cut this Kraft paper to size 10.5 x 7.5 cm. Cut about 0.5 cm in the middle on the left and right. Stamp the card and tie the
finished bracelets around it.

Article number Article name Qty
10766 Shell "Cyprea Moneta" 

(leider ausverkauft)
1

111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1
717090 Clear Stamp holder, set of 3 1
543576 Mini-Ink Pads-Set 1

Article information:
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